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Hello! and welcome to our Spring newsletter.
We’ve pulled together a bumper edition for your reading pleasure, in part because it's so hard to
communicate in person. This is just a really unfortunate part of life now - I really miss our
community meals and days on the land - so we need to use other means to communicate. In this
newsletter you’ll hear from all parts of the farm in the widest sense. You’ll hear from our producers
Rebecca and Torban, from the board with some new personnel, from the volunteers and all the
great activities they are involved in, from distribution and from education and the exciting new
Open Food Network. This has lots of interesting new strands which you’ll see below. Enjoy the
read!
There are numerous ways to be more a part of what happens on the land and in our wide set of
activity areas, feel free to step up and join in. And do get in touch with comments, suggestions and
more on this newsletter. We’re also due a member’s meeting, but have just now had to drop our
preferred date since it clashed with an SPI meeting. The new date will be announced asap. When
we meet we’ll delve deeper into what we’ve touched on in
the Newsletter, including production plans and our budget
for 2021.
Check out the latest video on our farm, which was
broadcasted all over the world on the St Patrick’s Festival
website. Thanks to Josh Brownlow, Jessica Schoening and
Eoin Campbell for the work. Click here to view .
Best, Ollie Moore.

Board report
Hi folks, Ollie here. We are delighted to announce that we
have two new dynamic people on the board of trustees now Ailbhe Gerrard and Meagan O'Hanlon.
Many of you know Ailbhe, she’s a local, certified, organic
farmer. Her farm is Brookfield over by the lake. She teaches in
Gurteen Agriculture College, is secretary of the CSA network
and is a former Nuffield scholar - very unusual for an organic
farmer! Ailbhe has been to many events here over the years,
from meals at Bruce’s to most Feeding Ourselves’ gatherings.
She will bring lots of skills and empathy for our ways of doing
things. Ailbhe will be our new treasurer. Here’s her youtube channel.
We also welcome Meagan O'Hanlon. Meagan is known to us via Tamara McGinty, and the
Permaculture gathering here in 2018, which she attended and found inspirational and indeed life
changing. So much so that she’s willing to come back to us in this voluntary capacity!
Her background is in risk management, governance and compliance, so she has a nice blend of
organisational skills and on-the-ground community and soil work. Meagan will be our secretary,
and will join myself, Shay Hannon and Ailbhe on the board.
A new bookkeeper, Patrick McGee from Roscrea has been recruited. We would like to thank Connie
Marcalo for her time as company secretary and the voluntary work in accounts over several years.
Our thanks also to Davie Philip and Eilleen Brannigan for their time on the board - Davie and Eileen
are both now in part time positions in our Open Food Hub.
We’ve worked especially hard on budget matters in recent weeks and months. On the board, our
aim is to make sure the farm and its core activity - providing good veg for members - gets the best
value from all the time and resources available. Making sure all our expanding educational and
volunteer activities benefit the farm is the key consideration from the board’s perspective, in all the
meetings and budget adjustments we make. Having spent many hours on this topic in recent
weeks, we feel confident that we have achieved a good balance.
Finally, we made a considered submission to the wastewater treatment discussion in the
ecovillage. We made the case for not ceding 1 acre of land (without replacement offering) from a
number of perspectives, including that of the years of building soil quality on site.

Production
Hey Everyone! Rebecca and Torben here. The first
signs of spring are appearing around the farm with the
temperatures slowly rising. We have ploughed our
fields that will be planted this year and started sowing
the 40,000 onions for this year’s harvest. A big addition
to the farm has been the new compact tractor which
was kindly donated to us by an anonymous donor. The
tractor is being put to good use and is a fantastic
addition to the farm.
We were able to collect enough horse manure to
create a hot bed which we are using to warm up our
tomato seedlings.

We Have purchased 800 euro of organic
compost from Enrich, the only organic
certified compost supplier in Ireland.

We purchased a larger load and shared it with Bruce as
he will be using it on his plots. This substantially
brought down the price due to buying in bulk. The
compost is being stored on the carpark at the
entrance of the community and being brought to the
farm using the compact tractor.
We have been able to get some great use out of the
new flail mower clearing overgrown areas like this one
around the berry bushes.

One of the supports of the compost toilet by the
Farm cabin broke so we have temporarily supported
it with concrete blocks and hope to fix it properly
when the weather improves.
With the cold weather in January we were lucky to
have our lunches in the new Ed cabin. We varnished
the floor and gave it three coats before using the
area to stop the floor from being ruined from all the
muck being brought in.
We built a parking spot for the new compact
tractor by modifying the old chicken coup
and moving it between the containers. This
will allow for storing the tractor out of the
rain.
Veg has been bought in from organic
suppliers over the last 2 months. Our plan
will be to supplement the crops that we
don’t have with crops that we can buy from
local, organic farms, supporting the local economy.
We have been buying our leeks and celeriac from
Loughboora farms in Tullamore in Co.Offaly. The
parsnips, carrots and beetroot have been bought
in from Phillip Draper who is the owner of
Coolnagrower near to Birr in Co.Offaly.
Planting greens in the tunnels has been a big focus
for us right now, to ensure more supply to the
coach house.
Wishing you all the best,
Rebecca and Torben

Volunteering

Personal projects
Winter is the best time to plan and be creative. Different projects and ideas have been done by the
volunteers on the farm such as a wormery made from a bathtub, a water collector, a future bike
shed, etc. Enise, one of our ESC Volunteers built a beautiful stool made with willows which was
purchased by one of our farm members. Rosa another ESC Volunteer, has been working on new
images and art pieces for the publishing of our ESC activities. Take a look at some of the following
images for a new logo for the farm, which one would be your favorite?
For choosing our new farm logo we will post the proposals in the coach house in the near future,
and you can vote there!

Some logos ideas by Rosa:

Some poster samples also by Rosa:

Farm OS project
In her personal project Myriam has been mapping the farm with great results using Farm OS.
Farm OS is an open-source, web-based application for farm management, planning, and record
keeping that has been developed by a community of farmers, developers, researchers, and
organisations.
The ultimate goal of this project is to end up with an accessible map/ database for our farm. This
will help the farm team to better understand the year to year developments, manage crop
rotations and keep a track of assets on the farm. Ultimately this will be a resource that can be used
by members, now and in the future to understand both the day to day running of the farm, its
development, impact on the land and keeping a historical record of yields and assets.

A year with us!
A letter from our past volunteer Merle-Marie to our members
Hi it is Merle writing here. From last March, I've had the wonderful opportunity to be one of
the ESC volunteers at Cloughjordan Community Farm. Writing this, I am back home in
Germany already, and finally taking the time to send out a (belated) Thank You to every
single one of you who is part of the farm.
Being given the chance to learn about organic vegetable production for a community in a
hands-on way has been such a valuable experience for me, but not only have I seen the
kale, carrots and all the other beautiful crops grow – I also witnessed myself evolve a lot
personally. So thank you, for creating and sustaining this nurturing project and space, and
thank you for welcoming us volunteers into it with such generosity and kindness. It has
been a truly empowering experience for me, which I am deeply grateful for.
Before I get all too sappy, I just want to close by saying that along with this text, I am
sending some of my favourite photos that I have taken on the farm, and I hope they might
be of interest to you.
I hope to be back to Clough some time in the future, and until then I wish you all the best!
Merle

Ivan has been with us for a year and
has had his last day on the farm,
finishing up on the European
Solidarity Corps (ESC) here in
Cloughjordan.
What a positive presence and fastidious grower Ivan
is! We wish him well in all future endeavours, and
hope he keeps in touch and involved - we know he’d
love to come back too! Ivan is now back in Croatia
starting his own garden.
Check out his video interview talking about his year
with us and what it meant for him here

New volunteers coming!

Volunteers helping build a wheelchair accessible compost toilet.
We are very happy to continue with the ESC project
this year. Soon 5 new volunteers will join the farm
team. We are expecting them to arrive on March
22d and they will be doing 14 days of restricted
movement before starting on the farm. We are still
searching for one more volunteer to join the team.
We are hosting participants from Spain, Australia,
Austria, and Portugal.
Susan and Conor (ESC Coordinators)

New Ground
As part of a new ESC project named New Ground we are in the final planning stage of a new
growing area for the team to experiment with. This will be a highly productive growing area, with
less labour inputs and less disruption to the soil. This hopefully will help improve soil structure
and sequester more carbon in the soil. This method will also hopefully reduce weed pressure and
give the farm’s entrance a facelift with a neat and visually appealing market garden style growing
space. This project will also include additional on the ground education and management support
for the volunteers and the wider farm.

Better Communications
As well as this newsletter - which we hope to do seasonally - our weekly email produce bulletins
and our upcoming members meeting, we have other things going on too in this realm. To help
improve our communications - out to the wider community and world, but also internally, we now
have instagram, facebook and twitter working. This will be a handy way to keep up with the
coming and goings of the farm, with new people and new initiatives.
Of these, our new instagram account is the most lively. We will in email communications and the
Harvest Report, link to these pages where possible, to avoid having large emails with big files.
Our very new Instagram account, which is less than four months old, already has over 600
followers!! Thanks to Pilar and Jessica and the great pictures…
We also have revitalized our facebook and
reactivated our twitter account.
These can be found here: Instagram, Facebook
and Twitter, and are also visible on the farm
website: cloughjordancommunityfarm.ie

Community Outreach

Over the last months the volunteers have been engaged in some community outreach activities,
most notably assisting in the Sensory Garden when farming life allows! This has been a great
reciprocal arrangement with the Sensory Garden receiving some physical/moral support and the
ESC Volunteers learning new skills, meeting and working with more of the community and
receiving some incredible chocolate cake!
We have been in talks with some other local community groups to talk about how we can
collaborate more, as long as our farm duties have been met!

“Friends of volunteers”
Our Friends of the Volunteers Whatsapp group has been a great support for the ESC Volunteers
during the lockdown and will continue on even after lockdown ends. It is one way for the
volunteers to get to know and be supported by our community in these strange times. Ultimately
as the world returns to normal we envisage it as a group of people who are interested in helping
the volunteers integrate with the community, and these members would be the first to be invited
to small events on the farm with the volunteers. If you would like to join, please let us know and we
can add you to it. Our volunteers are very grateful for all the help and kindness this group has
provided!
“And thank you so much everyone for the ongoing support both via this group and outside of it! Never
in my life have I experienced such a broad sense of community, support and sharing - it is wonderful!”
(Merle)

Open Food Hub
Funding was secured in December 2020 from Rethink Ireland to initiate the Community Farm’s
Open Food Hub. This builds on the research we did supported with SIFI funding in 2018/ 19.
This new Farm initiative will provide sustainable routes to market for small producers through a
virtual ‘Open Market’ that utilises the open-source, direct-sales platform, Open Food Network
(OFN). It will also provide training and mentoring to farmers, producers, CSAs and other co-ops and
food hubs across Ireland through the ‘Open Training Network’.
The funding supports a team until August 2021 to develop and initiate the market and the training
network. Davie Philip is working 8 hours a week as the Open Food Hub coordinator, Eileen
Brannigan is working 8 hours a week supporting the training we are delivering and developing
education. Mel White is working 10 hours a week from March to August on developing the market,
and a local Templemore business consultant, Catherine Collins is working 10 hours a week from
March to August on the viability and development of the Open Food Hub as part of Community
Farm. The funding will also support communications and other activities of our Community Farm,
including education, admin and a new bookkeeper.

Media
Through the hub the Farm was recently
resourced to make 2 films. These were
coordinated by Josh, a former Irish ESC
volunteer who has stayed in Cloughjordan,
assisted by Jessica a current ESC volunteer
and supported by Eoin Campbell. The first is
a 20 minute film on our community farm for
this year’s St Patrick’s Festival on a special
online TV channel - Check that out here. The
other was a 15 minute film on our CSA for
the Food System Change Online Congress
that is taking place later this month. You can
also listen to Eileen Brannigan talking about
our farm on the Community Finance Ireland
soundcloud page, and Davie and Ollie on
Cara Augustenborg’s show on Newstalk
doing similarly!

Feeding Ourselves
Activities of the Food Hub will also include the annual Feeding Ourselves gathering. This will take
place in June in collaboration with Cultivate, Talamh Beo, Irish Seed Savers.

CSA Network
Cloughjordan Community Farm have taken over the coordination of the Irish CSA Network. A
survey of CSAs in Ireland and a virtual event is being planned. Through this network will re-connect
to the International CSA network Urgenci, and plan with them to develop CSA training.

CSA Consultancy
We were also successful in winning a tender for Trasna Productions to write a CSA Development
Plan for Jerpoint Camphill Community. This is a follow on from the consultancy that SPI/ VERT
completed in 2020 and develops the CSA strand identified in that initial research. These activities
will develop content and build an audience for CSA training that can be held in Cuin Beo in the
second half of the year.

Education

Eileen Branagan is coordinating the Education domain. For the first half of 2021 Eileen will develop
virtual training programmes for CSAs, farmers and producers through the Open Training Network.
It is envisioned that once restrictions are lifted the training programs could be held on site.
The Farm has continued to progress the development of Cuan Beo, the new Education and Social
Farming area on the Farm. The completion of the refurbishment of the Dutch cabin last year via a
grant awarded to enhance it for current educational use, and the building of the new wheelchair
accessible, compost toilet have added to the Educational Polytunnel already established in that
area and so completed a great new educational asset for the community.

Cuan Beo will be a space for the development of wellbeing, nature connection and social farming
courses along with activities for schools, cancer groups and other vulnerable disadvantaged
groups.

Distribution / Membership
Distribution

has

a

great

team

of

Volunteers who prepare the Coach House
for the delivery of vegetables on harvest
days and keep the CH clean and tidy in
between harvest days. It’s always
appreciated when members sweep the
floor and stack empty crates as it makes
the member volunteer’s jobs that much
easier. We’d love to have a few more
volunteers join the rota. Each member
volunteer manages the CH for one week
and the more volunteers we have the
longer between stints. Contact Marika @
087 612 3322 if you’re willing to lend a
hand.
In order for all members to have access to the same vegetables as those that go early in the day, we
now top up vegetables by 4:30. This has been very helpful during this period when we are low on
some of our green vegetables, members who come later in the day have much the same selection
as those that come in the earlier part of the day. Members are doing a great job of working with the
Covid practises of sanitizing hands and keeping numbers in the CH down to two at a time. Our
farmers and ESC Volunteers also use good hygiene practices when harvesting.

For those of you who haven’t had the pleasure of meeting our ESC Volunteers, their pictures are
now posted on one of the cork boards in the CH.
Membership: We have a solid set of members, with some newcomers and some who have moved
on. Unfortunately over the past 12 months we’ve lost more than we’ve gained. Some have left

membership to grow more of their own food. CCF supports this as it’s important for more people
to learn how to grow food. In the future, we will be looking at options, such as the possibility of
creating short term membership for those who are already established in growing significant
amounts of food but may need vegetables, especially roots, in the late winter months. We will also
be developing a membership drive as we want to keep and reinvigorate our membership. If you
know of people who might be interested, in helping or in joining, get in touch!
Contact Tamara @ 086 354 4768.
Farm subscriptions: Some members pre-pay in advance for 6 or 12 months, which is helping in our
spending and planning. However, each year it can be awkward for clash flow if people set up
Standing Orders or pay in advance, and then forget about the end date. Both of these systems of
payment are very important for our cashflow but often there are members who forget to pay when
the year has finished. Some members put an end date on their Standing Order and then forget to
reset their payments. This can mean a significant loss in income for the farm and puts some
members in a debt situation which can be a hardship. We suggest that members leave their SOs
open ended. This will be greatly appreciated as it helps us manage the farm’s budget.

Caoimhin, busy making pizzas on the cob oven down on the farm…

Observations on community agriculture in north west Europe
It’s a funny time of year in the life of a CSA. Even though we’ve been running for 11 years now, like
the growing season’s ebbs and flows, there are ebbs and flows in how we think about our farm.

All Year Round in the North West of Europe

Autumn provides peppers, cherry tomatoes and other summer seasonals on the farm
Most CSAs don’t try to run and charge for 12 months of the year. Some operate for 8 months, others
10 but running the full 12 is rare. We go 12 months, and have a membership that eats veg all year
round. This means, inevitably, that people wonder about the amount coming from the farm and
into their kitchens.
There is only so much that can be produced and stored for this time of year, especially in this
geographic part of the world, where there is less light than in and around the mediterranean,
where much of the imported veg consumed in winter is grown. If we went for 10 months, charged
the same overall amount (but more per month) and had Jan and Feb as ‘bonus months,’ where
everything was ostensibly free, it might sit better with people and their stressed cash flows in the
early part of the year. But to do this, we would be in a way tricking ourselves wouldn’t we. Farming
is a multiannual practice and there are costs that need to be covered year round - indeed some are
higher at the start of the growing season. CSAs are designed to give farmers the income they need
throughout the year even when produce is not as abundant.
We plant about 50 crops and in Autumn, the abundance is sometimes dizzying. I know sometimes I
could return from the coach house with two dozen different things around then. The price doesn’t
go up during the bountiful months, however, concerns about variety and quantity do surface
during the slower periods of growth. While it’s inevitably hard to think outside the weekly or
monthly financial costs, membership is a year’s commitment to the farm and the value comes over
the 12 month time frame.
We are also, of course, about much more than just vegetables. We’re about long-term land
stewardship, robust food security and food sovereignty. We’re about owning and running our own
farm, with all that entails. So we’re about having a say in how this is all done - however emotional
and time consuming this can be.

Up here in north west Europe, the yields are lower than in the warmer parts of Europe. Usually high
yields come from the use of fossil fuels via mineral fertilizers and for horticulture, to heat
greenhouses especially out of season. The global planetary cost of this and related environmental
disasters is just produced and then largely ignored by conventional growers and consumers. Or in
the case of the fertilizer industry itself, just lied about until they are caught, after which, they just
carry on regardless.

Since we don’t use mineral fertilizers or other harsh agri-industrial inputs we utilize composted
farmyard manure, green manures, crop rotations and other techniques along with accumulated
knowledge and labour.
In winter and early spring, people in this part of the world have traditionally eaten mostly root
vegetables. Kale is possibly the exception – it may in fact have been the original veg in Colcannon
as it is more available all year round than cabbage. So really, roots and kale are what we can
realistically provide at this time of year and that’s what we have - carrots, onions, potatoes,
parsnips, beetroot and lots of kale. The greens we are able to produce during winter in our tunnels
are a bonus but limited.
The idea of eating salads in winter is a relatively new practice, they are something of an
extravagant use of tunnel space. However, because members love salad leaves in winter, we
always do our best to provide them, but this does have knock on effects elsewhere on the farm as
ground used for growing salads, could be used for growing other more nutritious seasonal crops.
Last year, around late March and April especially, things were quite difficult for our farm, and we’re
still feeling the effects of that. We had to
manage and resolve lots of issues on the
farm, including the sudden and unexpected
departure of our main farmer Kevin Dudley
due to health concerns, all in a context of
covid landing into all our lives. It was very
difficult for the newly arrived ESC volunteers
to leave the pre covid world of their
homelands and land into lockdown realities
in Ireland. Induction and general contact
were more difficult than they would have
been otherwise – even understanding how to
handle shared tools in covid times was
awkward. So some things that didn’t get to
get done last spring are still impacting
production now.
Some crops are extra work – potatoes are
thirsty, carrots require a lot of early weeding.
When we made repeated calls for help with
carrot weeding last year, we did indeed get
some help from members. But, to be honest,
we didn’t get enough. In fact, we had to just
give up on two full field length rows of carrots (see pic: the height of this long white row comes from
weeds; to the right, carrots we did save) . And now we are having to buy-in carrots.

So in a way, as members we collectively made a decision to buy in carrots rather than to weed.
Obviously not everyone can weed, or make time to weed even in those early lockdown days. It's
very hard on the back! But agroecological farming is often, despite the best planning and
intentions, labour intensive: hands on rather than spray on.
Growers have to start the growing season when spring starts to emerge, but sometimes frosts
come late and do damage. This happened to us recently with some of our greens (see frosty kale
pic), which also impacted variety in the coach house. Erratic weather patterns will increase with
climate change – remember this time a couple of years back people were building igloos all around
the town!

Growing in an increasingly erratic context
will obviously be difficult, but grow we
must.
This is the 'sharing risk responsibility and
reward' part of a CSA, and it's what makes
CSAs unique and uniquely fair when
compared to veg box schemes, farmers
markets or any other option for provisioning
of vegetables. If a late frost hits growers
who sell at a farmers’ market, the farmer
makes less money that week, regardless of
the work put in – no crop, no cash. We don’t
do that. We just about manage to pay a
living wage to people who work hard, in all
weather, to feed us.
This is how it should be, but it isn’t how it
usually is in horticulture. And this in turns
means that horticulture is an exploitive
place to try to earn a living. By supporting
your local CSA, aka our farm, you make a
small but significant effort to redress this
wrong.

Veg. From where?

Almeria (above) is 31,000 hectares of polytunnels. This is where a significant portion of Europe's veg
comes from.

Our root veg at the moment are a mixture of bought in and our own. Every year we do buy in some
organic veg, so this year is no different. We see this as a savvy way to get great value for bulk
purchasing, especially as we have only so much storage space for roots as of yet.
Buying-in however is always fraught with ethical conundrums. We can buy in more greens, but
there are almost none available from other Irish organic growers, they have the same challenges
with weather as we do – obviously organic is our baseline for buying in. If no one can supply us in
Ireland, then we have to look abroad.
So what we need to ask ourselves is - do we really want to be importing winter greens to add to our
palate of options?
A problem when stepping outside our own-farm orbit of participatory budgeting, living wages and
financially supported interns, is you enter the other world of horrendous labour exploitation and
the environmental costs of out-of-season production and importation.
Now, local isn’t always the answer to complex global conundrums. There are a number of variables
when thinking of the climate and other environmental impacts. This well researched article, using
a huge dataset, provides a strong critique of over emphasising local food: heated greenhouses vs
outdoor growing, road, rail, boat and air all have differing impacts which can adjust presumptions
about distance being the primary factor in the carbon footprint of food.

Cheap veg from the Med

There is a campaign to try to bring better labour conditions into farming. See t he social conditionality
campaign.

Huge farms have economies of scale, but much is lost, from whole fields left unharvested (due to
slight crop size variations), to hedgerows taken out and vibrant rural areas abandoned in the rush
towards massification and intensification. In short, making a community sustainable, regenerative
and resilient is about a lot more than just carbon counting. It’s about climate mitigation and
adaptation, biodiversity, pollution, resilient rural livelihoods, justice in many manifestations and a
host more socio-economic realities.
Veg, including organic veg from coastal Spain can come from the notorious Almeria region, or

neighbouring Huelva. While we know nothing of the specifics of the labour conditions in Spain
from which LIDL sources its organic veg, we do know that they source from this region. In fact, all
the organic cherry tomatoes, peppers and cucumbers in Nenagh LIDL this week (mid March) are
from there (see pic).

There the labour conditions are horrendous, and organic certification doesn’t include labour
standards. Authorities – who have a vested interest in downplaying the seriousness of the situation
- estimate that 30% of the labour in Almeria is undocumented. Many workers there have come off
rubber dinghies in the Mediterranean, trying to cross the sea. There is also no Fairtrade mark for
internal EU produce.

Here’s an extract from a report from 2019 “On the days he finds work, Maruf spends eight hours
waist-deep in pesticide-covered crops without protective gear. At night, he sleeps body-to-body in
crowded rooms, like the thousands of other migrant workers crammed into grim encampments like
San Isidro dotted throughout the region, without electricity or sanitation.
Maruf arrived in Almeria six months ago after reaching Europe by boat via Lampedusa...he lives in a
concrete structure without doors or windows that he shares with five others. At best, he finds work
one or two days a week during harvest season. When his parents in Ghana call, he feels ashamed and
lies about life in Europe. “I don’t want them to see me in an environment like this,” he says. “They will
cry. They will say ‘why are you living like that?'”
So what we have in effect when we purchase veg from supermarkets is exploited, often bonded
and undocumented labour in coastal Spain producing veg very cheaply, in a largely
under-regulated way. This in turn gives them a serious competitive advantage, price wise, which in
turn shapes the market for veg in Europe. These workers in many cases can’t leave because they
have no paperwork. What does this sound like to you – working in all weathers, all day every day,
with no option to leave? There are ongoing allegations, for many years, of systematic abuse
including violence towards women in the Mediterranean horticulture industry. And yes, Covid has
made it worse, but the resilience of some workers is also amazing.
Almeria is by modern carbon counting metrics, efficient. It’s air ventilated, and needs less fossil
fuels to run as a horticulture region than more northerly parts of Europe. This is, supposedly,
climate smart agriculture. And yet, it is perhaps most famous for being a sea of plastic covering
31,000 hectares you can see from space, (see below) and being a severe environmental drain on the
region, from water to soil.

Pic Almera from Space, photo from NASA

What to do
So what to do? How do we balance all these considerations when we aim to just nourish ourselves
without causing damage or pain? Well, on the farm we produce as much seasonal veg as we can, as
ethically as possible, and buy in the amount we think we need, again as ethically as possible, to
keep all of our members happy.
We are aware of the need to constantly work on productivity, to get a better handle on exactly
what is produced. We’ve started another cropping method, called no dig, on one plot on the land
between two tunnels. Having spent some time preparing this area, we’ll next compare these plots
to the other plots to inform our growing in the following years. We’re also preparing the ground for
another potential no-dig area. For both, the practices at this stage help with soil quality and
suppressing weeds, whenever we decide to do, going forward. We’ve started to digitally map all of
this on the Farm OS system. We have brought in extra fertility which you’ll read about elsewhere in
this newsletter – and more too, also elsewhere in the newsletter.
We’re also now starting to weigh produce delivered into the coach house, to see what's delivered.
(Fun fact - did you know that half the fruit and veg (incl roots and tubers) in the world is wasted
before it even gets to the consumer? Fruits and veg are especially wasted as many are more
perishable than durables such as canned goods, dried goods etc).
This is all just to help give some extra info on what we do, how we do it, and why. There’s always a
reason for the amount – the abundances and the gaps – in our supply. Our broader global context
is one of injustice and severe environmental stresses, and we, in our own small way, must grapple
with the conundrums of how the world is and how we think it should be. By pooling some
resources, by producing – and yes sometimes buying in – veg more ethically, we’re playing our part
in making this part of the world a little more adapted, more considered and more resilient.

Somes scenes from Cloughjordan Community Farm

For more information visit our website www.cloughjordancommunityFarm.ie
For general queries email: info@cloughjordancommunityfarm.ie
For membership queries email: membership@cloughjordancommunityfarm.ie
For ESC and volunteering queries email: esc@cloughjordancommunityfarm.ie

Find us on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter

